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This book was written to arm engineers qualified and knowledgeable in the area of VLSI circuits with the essential knowledge they need to get into this exciting field and to help those already in it achieve a higher level of proficiency. Few people truly understand how a large chip is developed, but an understanding of the whole process is necessary to appreciate the importance of each part of it and to understand the process from concept to silicon. It will teach readers how to become better engineers through a practical approach of diagnosing and attacking real-world problems.
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Everything I Know about Marketing I Learned From GoogleMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Want Market Share? Google It!


	“Google is a once-in-a-generation company. Aaron Goldman has written an essential book that goes beyond telling us how Google became so important to explaining why the revolution it’s leading will affect everyone in media and marketing.”

	—Brian Morrissey,...
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Mediaeval and Renaissance Logic, Volume 2 (Handbook of the History of Logic)North Holland, 2008

	Medieval and Renaissance Logic is an indispensable research tool for anyone interested in the development of logic, including researchers, graduate and senior undergraduate students in logic, history of logic, mathematics, history of mathematics, computer science and AI, linguistics, cognitive science, argumentation theory, philosophy,...
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PC Technician Street Smarts: A Real World Guide to CompTIA A+ SkillsSybex, 2006
Develop the skills you need in the real world
    
    Hit the ground running with the street-smart training you'll find in this practical book. Using a "year in the life" approach, it gives you an inside look at the common responsibilities of PC Technicians, with key information organized around the actual day-to-day tasks,...
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Music in the Balkans (Balkan Studies Library)Brill Academic Publishers, 2013

	This book investigates multiple musical traditions in South East Europe, crossing conventional borders between musicology and ethnomusicology in an attempt to elucidate how music has contributed to the definition of national, regional and social identities in the region.
...
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The Accredited Symbian Developer Primer: Fundamentals of Symbian OS (Symbian Press)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
This new book, first in the Academy series, is the official guide to the ASD exam, priming candidates for the exam, explaining exactly what they need to know.
    The Primer explains the knowledge tested in the Accredited Symbian Developer exam, identifying and explaining the topics examined. Each of the exam's objectives is succinctly...
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British Pharmacopoeia 2009Stationery Office, 2008

	The British Pharmacopoeia 2009 is published for the Health Ministers on the recommendation of the Commission on Human Medicines in accordance with section 99(6) of the Medicines Act 1968.


	The Commission on Human Medicines believes that the British Pharmacopoeia contributes significantly to the overall control of the quality of...
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